Congresswoman Marie Newman’s
First 100 Days Report
A Message from your Congresswoman

IL-03 Residents,

Exactly 100 days ago, I was sworn in as your representative for Illinois’ 3rd Congressional District. Every single day, it continues to be my honor to serve each of you as we build a more fair, just and equitable America.

The ongoing pandemic and the resulting economic crisis have not made the past three months easy for any American. However, these first 100 days have shown that the federal government can work for the American people.

From passing comprehensive relief for America’s small businesses and residents to expanding vaccine access and funding across our district, I am proud of what we have accomplished so far.

However, we have so much more work ahead.

Over the coming weeks and months, we will continue to build on the success of the past 100 days by ensuring our small businesses are thriving, our transportation systems are strengthened, and our working families are supported. We will not stop fighting for progressive policies that not only truly invest in our future but help create good-paying jobs, a fairer economy, a more affordable health care system and equitable economy for all Americans.

Thank you.

Congresswoman Marie Newman
BY THE NUMBERS

Fighting for a workers' economy over the FIRST 100 DAYS

- 7,849 Responses to Constituents
- 341 Constituent Cases Closed
- 23 Town Halls and Meet and Greets
- 72 Meetings with Small Biz, Transit, and Other Advocacy Groups
- 119 Bills Co-Sponsored

★ First bill introduced ★
America’s Clean Future Fund Act: Comprehensive legislation designed to create new, good-paying jobs by investing in clean energy and a green economy.

Passed the PRO Act to protect our unions

Introduced my first bill, America’s Clean Future Fund Act

Newman leading by example
On March 10, I voted to pass the American Rescue Plan, a historic stimulus package designed to crush the COVID-19 virus, rebuild our economy, launch a national vaccine campaign and provide Americans and small businesses with the critical relief they need and deserve.

$70 million to expand IL-03 vaccine access

$127 million in relief to IL-03 schools

Newman Brings $70M To Bolster COVID Vaccine Program In IL-03

Seven community health centers in IL-03 will receive over $70 million in federal funds to bolster COVID-19 vaccine distribution.
Since my first day in office, I have been fighting to ensure this federal government starts listening to and working for American families, small businesses, and our workers.

From taking on USPS leadership so that they address local postal delays to hosting more than 20 constituent town halls and meet-and-greets, I will always ensure the voices of IL-03 residents are being heard loud and clear in Congress.

Helped resolve 87% of cases for constituents experiencing postal issues

Held virtual town halls every month, focusing on vaccines access, postal issues, small businesses and more!
FIRST-OF-A-KIND CONSTITUENT SERVICES

In my first three months, my office launched a first-of-a-kind mobile site initiative where district staff came directly to IL-03 communities to meet with residents and ensure they had access to services.

In the coming weeks and months, we will be hosting our next round of mobile site services! Visit our website for more information!

Held three mobile site services with more to come!

Hosted 23 in-person and virtual events to ensure constituents could talk directly with their Representative

Closed 341 cases for constituents
Small businesses are the beating hearts of our communities.

I am fighting to ensure we invest in our small businesses because when we do, we lift up local labor, create good-paying jobs and build back a stronger, more equitable economy.

Passed $50 billion in relief to America’s small businesses

Introduced legislation that would prevent predatory debt collectors from accessing small business relief

The Washington Post

Predatory debt collectors would be barred from government’s pandemic relief loans under new bill

Proposal would restrict remaining money in the pandemic relief program
STRENGTHENING TRANSPORTATION AND INFRASTRUCTURE

With the American Jobs Plan, we have a once-in-a-century investment to make our transit systems more affordable, accessible, and reliable than ever before.

As your representative, I’m bringing our transit leaders, local officials and advocates to the table to ensure Illinois residents receive the high-quality, reliable transit systems and infrastructure they deserve.

Passed $1.5 billion in relief to support Illinois transit workers and systems

Newman convenes transit leaders as part of Biden’s American Jobs Plan
CONTACT OUR OFFICE

My team is here to help you. Contact my offices if we can be of service to you.

Chicago District Office
6245 South Archer Avenue
Chicago, IL  60638
Phone: (773) 948-6223
Fax: (773) 767-9395

Washington DC Office
1022 Longworth House Office Building
Washington, DC  20515
Phone: (202) 225-5701